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Ovid’s Girls: Boston/Berlin at Boston Sculptors Gallery
Tuesday, July 1st, 2014, 8:49 am
Exhibit Openings, Exhibits, Featured

Ovid's Girls Installation, Boston Sculptors
Gallery.

By Puloma Ghosh

Boston, MA — The Boston Sculptors Gallery’s current exhibit, “Ovid’s Girls: Boston/Berlin,” is striking at
first glance in the variety of technique and form displayed by its artists. Each piece invokes Ovid’s
“Metamorphoses” in its ability to take any material and transform it into a unique form that makes you
almost forget its original structure. It also represents the journey of the artist’s soul and how it is transformed
by every piece, and how every artist takes that same journey, whether in Berlin or Boston.

The exhibit is a collection of work by 12 women, half from Boston and half from Berlin. Several years ago,
curator Anette Schwarz, who has spent many years traveling between Germany and the United States,
stumbled upon the Boston Sculptors Gallery. “I was struck by the similarities between the sculpture I saw
here and the sculpture I had seen in my time in Germany,” she said. As a result, she conceived this exhibit to
showcase the overlapping and innovative ideas and brought together the artists that make up “Ovid’s Girls.”

Many of the pieces use everyday materials shaped into artwork, remodeling them beyond the forms we are
accustomed to seeing. Anke Ellergerhard’s “Kitchenqueen international” are not, at first, recognizable
beyond being colorful little sculptures. Upon closer examination, however, the contours and nozzles of
everyday cleaning supplies begin to emerge. Each bottle of cleaning fluid is covered in a layer of silicone
rosets, like icing on a cake. The delicate work changes the objects with a very simple but effective
technique.

Michelle Lougee’s “Dinoflagellate” requires a double take to fully realize its material. What at first seems
like a large, round basket, is actually comprised of woven plastic bags. Lougee was inspired by the harm
plastic bags do to marine life. “I did a series of recognizable marine life, such as the octopus, and then began
to work on microscopic creatures that take a more abstract shape,” she said.

The piece, which she estimates is made up of about 500 plastic bags, although appearing abstract at first
glance, is actually a large-scale model of the microscopic dinoflagellate, as the title indicates. The large,
deliberate shape created by this time-intensive process shows Lougee’s dedication to her craft and her cause.
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Alexandra Deutsch’s “Raices Negras” also draws inspiration from nature. From the black textile head of the
piece hangs long, pink tipped tendrils. While at first it gives the appearance of a tentacled creature of sorts,
the way the tendrils hang until the drag on the ground soon give the appearance of leaves. “When I was in
South America, in the villages there were trees and nature everywhere,” she reminisced. The sculpture,
inspired by the hanging vines and deep roots of the foliage she had seen on her travels in South America,
can also be used as a performance piece, with a dancer weaving through its vines.

The journey of each technique and material featured by the work at “Ovid’s Girls” brings the pieces
together. The atmosphere is open and inquisitive, each artist having a unique story to tell about how she
transformed her work.

(“Ovid’s Girls: Boston/Berlin” is on display through August 3 at the Boston Sculptors Gallery, 486 Harrison
Ave, Boston. The gallery is open Wednesday through Sunday from noon to 6 p.m. It will also be open for
this month’s First Friday on July 11 from 5-8 p.m. For more information, call (617) 482-7781. A smaller,
coinciding exhibition, “Ovid’s Girls Micro: Boston/Berlin, is on view through July 26 at Gallery Kayafas,
450 Harrison Ave., Boston.)
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South Coast Artists

South Coast Artists is taking a Fresh approach to art this
summer with the 11th consecutive Open Studio Tours on July
19-20 and August 16-17 (11-5). The Tour features 60 artists
exhibiting and demonstrating in their studios, within the
landscape of four beautiful coastal towns - Tiverton and Little
Compton, RI, and Westport and Dartmouth. MA. For more

information please visit www.southcoastartists.org

Do you want to publish a book?

Take an afternoon to read the 2014 updated "Confessions of
an eBook Virgin: What Everyone Should Know Before They
Publish on the Internet."

XOS (Exchange Street Open Studios) 2014

Visit 50 artists on September 20 and 21, 2014 in 3 mills
located in Pawtucket, RI, just steps apart. View artwork and
demos and buy art tax-free in fabulous creative spaces. Easy
to get to: just north of Providence and 500 yards from Exit
29, I-95. Ample parking. Food trucks.

Grand Circle Gallery

Artscope Magazine » Mystic as a
Muse: 100 Years of Inspiration at
the Mystic Arts Center

Artscope Magazine »
CORNERED: ALI GOODWIN,
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Hours: Wed, Fri, Sat, 12-4 p.m., Thur 12-7 p.m. 347
Congress Street Boston, MA 02210 617-346-6459
gct.com/grandcirclegallery FREE ADMISSION

New! artscope App

One app. One place. The whole universe. Now introducing
the artscope app! Be the first to know - Coming straight from
our live content, artscope brings you information on current
exhibitions and art happenings. Our latest issue and online
zine can be accessed right at your fingertips!

Select an artscope issue 
Jul/Aug 2014

View Issue

Enter the Sep/Oct 2014 
centerfold contest!

Now Available: the
artscope Newsstand App 

-Automatically receive
new issues

-View anywhere, anytime
on your iPad -Interactive

features
-30-day Free Trial

Subscription!

 

The artscope Mobile App
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-Multiple live news feeds
-Explore more than 50

featured exhibits,
galleries and artists

-Interact and
communicate with AS

and other cultural outlets
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The Art Institute of
Boston
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